THE SIGN OF THE VIRGIN
The purpose of this illustration is to depict the nomenclature of the various stars of the constellation Virgo, 12 in all. Coincidentally, there are also precisely 12 stars that make up the head region of the celestial motif. The constellation is depicted anthropomorphically as a
woman, in particular a ‘Virgin’. As such the delineation of the stars will make up mathematical phi ratio correspondence. This correlation is illustrated by the phi ratio spiral diagram. The names of the Stars connote the significance of their meaning as part of the celestial
storyline being displayed in ‘silence’ across the Ecliptic. This is part of the Silent Witness to the Plan of Redemption set forth in Christ by YHVH, the Creator of the Cosmos and all that was, is and will be.

SEED OF THE WOMAN
Al Mureddin
Who Shall Have Dominion ‘Who Shall Come
Down’ Psalm 72:8

12 STARS of VIRGO
Israel
Body of Christ
Bride of Christ
Eve
Virgin Mary

A Chaldean word which means The Son,
or Branch, Who Cometh.
Barking (dog)” or simply The Barker

a Coptic (Egyptian) word meaning
"Crooked-clawed

The Waters

Arabian translation
of the Syntaxis as
being in the h-imar,
or "skirt," or train of
the [wedding]
garment

12 is considered a perfect number,
is that it symbolizes YHVH's power
and authority, as well as serving as a
perfect governmental foundation.

12 STARS of VIRGO
12 Tribes of Israel
12 Disciples of Jesus
12 Constellations
12 Gates of Jerusalem
12 Stones of Breastplate
12 years old, Jesus first words

from Al Zawiah, the Corner,

Goddesses of Prophecy
the Star of the Hero
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15th brightest star in
the sky. It has an
apparent magnitude
of 1.04.

The Branch

Al Zawiah

This was the star Einstein used during
the solar eclipse of Sept. 21st 1922,
which fell close to it, to determine the
speed of light in space.

The Corner
and just to the westward is the point
of the autumnal equinox
The Sign of Virgo is the 1st ‘House’ or ‘Chamber’ of the Mazzaroth or Zodiac. The Sun appears to run its course along the
line called the Ecliptic. The approximately sends 1 month in each of the 12 Signs that mirrors a ‘clock’ of 12 hours. Around
September to October of each year, the Sun traverses through Virgo. Due to the cycles of the moon, an approximation of
the book of Revelation 12 is depicted. What the Great Sign configures on September 23, 2017 is the uniqueness of having
Jupiter, as the Planet of the Messiah and thus the metaphorical Manchild possibly correlate to a type of a rapture. The
depiction is not insinuating that the ‘Rapture’ of the Bride of Christ will occur as this Sign is referenced to a possible

